
 

STUDENT NAME: _______________________ STUDENT ID: ____________ 
 

CS222P – Fall 2018, Final Exam 
Principles of Data Management 

Department of Computer Science, UC Irvine 
Prof. Chen Li 

(Max. Points: 100 + 10) 
Instructions: 

● This exam has eight (8) questions including an extra-credit sub-question. 
● This exam is closed book. However, you can use one cheat sheet (A4 size). 
● The total time for the exam is 120 minutes. Budget your time accordingly. 
● Answer each part of each question after reading the whole question carefully. 
● If you don’t understand something, ask for clarification. 
● If you still find ambiguities in a question, write down a reasonable interpretation             

you are taking and then answer the question accordingly.  
● Try to avoid writing answers on the back of the paper. 

 
  

QUESTION POINTS SCORE 

1 12  

2 10  

3 12  

4 16  

5 14  

6 10  

7 18  

8  8 + 10 (with extra credit)  

TOTAL 100 + 10  
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Question 1: Short questions (12 points) 
 
a) (3 pts) Suppose R and S are two relations with the same schema. Explain the main 
difference between R UNION S and R UNION ALL S. Which query is more efficient for a 
database engine to execute, and why? 
 
R UNION S is a set without duplicates, and R UNION ALL S is a bag possibly with duplicates. R 
UNION ALL S is more efficient since the engine does not need to remove duplicates. 
 
b) (3 pts) A kind of theta-join is to use a comparison predicate “<” between the join attributes. 
For instance,  

SELECT * FROM R, S WHERE R.A < S.B 
Consider the following four join methods, namely block-based nested loop join, index-based 
loop join, sort-based join, and hash-based join. Which method is most efficient and why? 
 
 
Block-based loop join BNL. It has the fewest disk I/Os, and the number of iterations on S is the 
number of blocks of reading R. 
 
Index-base NLJ requires too many IOs for each record of R. 
 
Hash join is not applicable for “<”. 
 
For sort-based join, for each record of R, we need to read many pages of S. 
 
 
c) (3 pts) In external sort, consider the output buffer during a merge pass. Once full, it needs to 
be flushed to the disk, and the in-memory merge operation needs to wait. One idea to solve this 
“blocking” problem is “double buffering,” which allocates two output buffers. Briefly explain how 
the two buffers are used. Mention an advantage and a disadvantage of this technique. 
 
When one buffer is full and flushed, use the other buffer to do the merge. Alternate between 
these two buffers for merging and flushing.  

● Advantage: do the merge and flush in parallel.  
● Disadvantage: reduce the fan in, thus increase the number of merge phases. 

 
d) (3 pts) Explain two advantages of hash join approach compared to the sort join approach. 
 
Smaller memory requirement.  Capability to use additional memory to reduce the number of disk 
IOs. 
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Question 2: External Sort (10 points) 
Suppose we want to do an external sort for a file of 100 pages using 3 buffer pages in memory.  
 
a) (2 pts) How many initial sorted runs will be produced after pass 0? 
 
 
#RUN = ceil(N / B) = ceil(100 / 3) = 34 
 
 
 
 
b) (3 pts) How many passes (including pass 0 of in-memory sort) will it take to sort the file                   
completely? 
 
 
 
#PASS = ceil(logB-1(#RUN)) + 1 = ceil(log2(34)) + 1 = 7 
 
 
 
 
c) (3 pts) What is the total number of I/Os of sorting the file, excluding the output I/Os in the                    
last pass? 
 
 
 
#I/O = N * (2 * #PASS - 1) = 100 * (2 * 7 - 1) = 1,300 
 
 
 
d) (2 pts) What is the minimum number of buffer pages in memory needed to sort the file                  
completely in just two passes (including pass 0)? 
 
 
N / B <= B -1 → B >= ceil(sqrt(N)) = 11 
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Question 3: Projection (12 points) 
Consider a table: 

Orders(orderID, storeID, numOfItems, totalPrice) 
and the following SQL query: 

SELECT DISTINCT storeID FROM Orders 

ORDER BY storeID; 

Assume: 
● The values of orderID, storeID, numOfItems, and totalPrice are 4 bytes each. 
● The orderID attribute is unique. 
● The table has 200 pages. 
● There are 21 buffer pages in memory. 

 
a) (4 pts) Consider the hash-based approach discussed in lectures for the duplicate elimination              
phase. Assume a perfect hash function. What is its I/O cost? Ignore the final output I/Os. 
 
Partitioning phase cost: 200 + 50 = 250. Since we remove unwanted fields, we only output ¼ of                  
the original tuple. 
The probe phase cost: 50. 
The total cost: 250 + 50 = 300. 
 
 
 
b) (4 pts) Is this hash-based approach better than sort-based approach in terms of disk I/Os for                 
the query above? Why? 
 
No, because we will need to sort the answer based on storeID while hash-based approach does                
not guarantee order of the results. A sort-based approach will also be performed in 2 passes                
and produce a sorted result, with fewer total I/Os. 
 
 
 
c) (4 pts) Assume there is an unclustered B+ tree on the composite key (storeID,orderID).               
Will this index help in answering the query above in terms of performance? Explain your               
answer. 
 
Yes, by performing an index-only scan which has fewer pages than the entire file and then                
removing duplicates by comparing adjacent keys for duplicates since the keys are stored based              
on storeID. In addition, the query asks for the results to be ordered by storeID, which can be                  
fulfilled by the index-scan. This plan will result in fewer disk I/Os. 
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Question 4: Joins (16 points) 
Consider the following tables: 

● Mentors(mname, birthdate, gender) 
● Students(sname, birthdate, gpa, mname) 

Assume: 
● Each underlined attribute is unique. 
● The Mentors table has a clustered primary index on mname. 
● Each student has one and only one mentor. 
● The Mentors table has 500 pages. Each page has 20 records. 
● The Students table has 10,000 pages. Each page has 50 records. 
● All mentors have the same number of students. 

Consider the following SQL query: 
SELECT * FROM Mentors M, Students S  

WHERE M.mname = S.mname; 

For each join method mentioned in the following questions, calculate the number of disk I/Os,               
and indicate which algorithm has a smaller number of I/Os. Ignore the I/O cost of the output                 
results. 
 
a) (8 pts) Join with 52 buffer pages in memory, using block-based nested loop join and grace                 
hash join. Choose the join order to minimize the disk I/Os in your calculation. 
 
Block-based nested loop join: scan of outer table + (#blocks * scan of inner table) 
Block-based nested loop join: 500 + (10 * 10,000) = 100,500 I/Os 
 
 
Grace hash join: if we can join in two phases, then 3 * (#Mentors + #Students) 
Since sqrt(500) < 50, grace hash join’s cost: 3 * (10500) = 31,500 I/Os 
 
Grace hash join will be the winner since it has fewer disk I/Os. 
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b) (8 pts) Join with 3 buffer pages in memory. Choose between sort-based join and 
index-based nested loop join. Assume in pass 0 in the sort-based join, each time we read 3 
pages into memory to generate an initial run. Also assume non-leaf node pages in the B+ tree of 
Mentors.mname are all cached in memory. 
 
 
Index-based nested loop join: Scan of outer table + ( (#records in outer table) * cost of finding                  
matching tuples) 
 
Index-based nested loop join: 10,000 + (500,000 * 1) = 510,000 I/Os 
Another answer if you add 1 I/O for accessing the heap file rather than using sorted file could                  
be: index-based nested loop join: 10,000 + (500,000 * 2) = 1,010,000 I/Os 
 
Sort-based join: sort Mentors + sort Students + (#Mentors + #Students) 
Mentors is already sorted. 
 
Sorting Students = 2 * 10,000 * (1 + ⌈log2⌈10,000 / 3⌉⌉) = 20,000 * 13 = 260,000 
Merging Mentors + Students = (10,000 + 500) = 10,500 
Sort-based join: 260,000 + 10,500 = 270,500 I/Os 
 
Another acceptable solution: 
Sorting Mentors = 2 * 500 * (1 + ⌈log2⌈500 / 3⌉⌉) = 1000 * 9 = 9000 I/Os 
Sorting Students = 2 * 10,000 * (1 + ⌈log2⌈10,000 / 3⌉⌉) = 20,000 * 13 = 260,000 
Merging Mentors + Students = (10,000 + 500) = 10,500 
Sort-based join: 9,000 + 260,000 + 10,500 = 279,500 I/Os 
 
Sort-based join will be the winner since it has fewer disk I/Os. 
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Question 5: Join and Set Operations (14 points) 
Consider the following tables: 

● Customer(cname, gender, sname) 
● Stores(sname, address, phoneNumber) 

Assume: 
● Each underlined attribute is unique. 
● Each customer has one and only one store. 
● The Customer table has 10,000 pages. Each page has 100 records. 
● The Stores table has 100 pages. Each page has 10 records. 

Consider the following query 
SELECT *  

FROM Customer C, Store S  

WHERE C.sname = S.sname; 

We want to use hash techniques discussed in class for join and set operators. In the following                 
calculations, ignore the IO cost of the output results. 
 
a) (4 pts) What is the least number of buffer pages needed to perform grace hash join in 2                   
phases and what is its I/O cost? 
 
Requirement: B-2 >= the largest partition of the smaller relation. 
Therefore, B-2 >= sqrt(100) = 10.  So B >= 12. 
Cost of grace hash join: 3 * (#Customer + #Stores) = 30,300 I/Os 
 
b) (4 pts) What is the least number of buffer pages needed to perform simple hash join in 2                   
phases and what is its I/O cost? 
 
Requirement: B-3 >= the half of pages of the smaller relation. 
Therefore, B-3 >= 100 / 2 = 50. So B >= 53. 
Cost of simple hash join: #Customer + #Stores + 2 (.5#Customer + .5#Stores) = 20,200 I/Os 
 
c) (6 pts) Suppose we have 2 sets of customer records, one with 500 pages and one with 600                   
pages. Assume we have 100 buffer pages. Explain how to compute their set union using a                
sort-based approach and its number of disk I/Os. Justify your answer by including an analysis of                
the memory requirement. 

 
We need sort both sets, then merge them and remove the duplicates while merging. 
When merging the runs, we can load the runs for both sets in memory since we will have 5 runs                    
from first set and 6 runs from the second set, which can be loaded in memory. 
Cost = (3 * 500) + (3 * 600) = 3,300 I/Os 
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Another solution for not merging the runs together: 
Cost = (2 * 500 * 2) + (2 * 600 * 2) + 500 + 600 = 5,500 I/Os 
 
Question 6: Cost Estimation (10 points) 
a) (4 pts) In class we talked about two types of histograms, namely equi-width histogram and                
equi-height histogram. Compare them in terms of (1) building cost, i.e., the cost to build a                
histogram, and (2) robustness to data skews. (“Skew” means a case where keys are not evenly                
distributed.) 
 
Equi-width histogram has a lower building cost, but less robust to data skews. 
 
Equi-depth histogram has a higher building cost since we must count the frequency of each               
value, is but more robust to data skews. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) (6 pts) Consider the relations R(A,B,C), S(C,D,E), and T(E,F), with unique keys A, C, and E,                 
respectively. R.C is a foreign key to S.C, and S.E is a foreign key to T.E. Assume that R has                    
1,000 tuples, S has 2,000 tuples, and T has 500 tuples. Write down a formula to estimate the                  
join result size for R ⨝ S ⨝ T. Compute the final number based on the provided numbers. 
 
R join S: |R|*|S|/(max(|R.C|, |S.C|)) = 1,000 tuples (R.C refers to the values of S.C). 
 
(R join S) join T = |R join S|*|T|/(max(|(R join S).E|, |T.E|)) = 1000 tuples. ((R join S).E refers to                    
the values of T.E) 
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Question 7: Query Optimization (18 points) 
Consider the following three tables with indexes: 

● Item (iid, iname, price) 
○ iid is unique; 
○ Clustered index on iid (meaning item id), i.e., records are stored in leaf nodes;  
○ Unclustered index on iname; 
○ Unclustered index on price; 

● Store (sid, sname, zip) 
○ sid is unique; 
○ Clustered index on sid (meaning store id), i.e., records are stored in leaf nodes; 
○ Unclustered index on zip; 

● InStock (iid, sid, quantity) 
○ The pair of iid and sid is unique; 
○ With information about items in stores; 
○ Clustered index on (iid, sid), i.e., records are stored in leaf nodes; 
○ Unclustered index on sid. 

Consider the following query: 
SELECT S.sid, COUNT(*) 
FROM Item I, InStock IS, Store S  
WHERE I.iid = IS.iid AND IS.sid = S.sid AND zip = 92697 AND iname = ‘iPhone’  

GROUP BY S.sid; 
 
a) (6 pts) For each of the following tables, write down all the access methods considered by the 
System-R optimizer. Specify which of them will be considered for the next phase and explain 
why. Write down all the available interesting orders for each access method.  

● Item (iid, iname, price) 
1. B+ tree scan on iid, interesting order on iid; kept; 
2. B+ tree search on iname; kept if cost is less than the access method 1; 
3. B+ tree search on pid for a constant, kept for a later index-based join; 
4. (Optional: B+ tree search on price; not kept ) 

 
● InStock (iid, sid, quantity) 
1. B+ tree scan on iid, sid, interesting order on iid; kept; 
2. B+ tree scan on sid, interesting order on sid; kept; 
3. B+ tree search on iid for a constant, kept for a later index-based join; 
4. B+ tree search on sid for a constant, kept for a later index-based join. 
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b) (4 pts) Write down all sets of join relations considered by the System-R query optimizer.  
(I, IS) 
(IS, S) 
(I, IS, S) 
 
c) (8 pts) A cost-based query optimizer, like the System-R optimizer, can be difficult to               
implement because of the complexity of cost estimation. As a consequence, some systems             
choose to use a heuristic-based approach to query optimization. One such heuristic is that              
whenever there is a clustered index on a column, the index nested loop join will be used. For                  
example, since we have a clustered index on Item.iid, based on this heuristic, we will always                
use index nested loop join to join InStock (outer table) and Item (inner table).  
 
Assume the number of records in the InStock table is large. Is this a good heuristic? That is,                  
will index nested loop join always provide better performance than sort-merge join? If so, justify               
your answer. If not, suggest a method to improve index nested loop join so that it will always                  
provide better performance than sort-merge join. You must clearly show why the improvement             
can achieve a better performance. Assume all non-leaf pages and the last accessed leaf page               
of the clustered index are cached in memory. 
 
This is not a good heuristic. When the outer table is large, the naive index nested lookup join                  
can be very expensive. 
 
To improve it, one can simply sort the outer table on the join key. After this step, the index leaf                    
pages will be accessed sequentially, thus each page will be read at most once. Since the right                 
table is not sorted, in this way the index nested loop join always outperforms sort merge join. 
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Question 8: Log-Based Storage Manager (8 + (10 extra-credit points)) (Chen Luo) 
Consider the following table:  

Employee(id, name, salary)  
where id is unique. Suppose this table is stored in a so-called “log-based storage manager,”               
which appends all write operations (inserts, deletes, updates) to end of the log file (called the                
log tail). To insert or update a record, we simply add this record to the log tail. To delete a                    
record given an id, we simply append a tombstone id that indicates that the record with this id                  
has been deleted. A log-based storage manager can provide very high write performance since              
all writes are processed using sequential I/Os. 
 
a) (4 pts) Briefly analyze the I/O cost of point queries (e.g., “id = 123”) and range queries                  
(e.g., “id < 100”) on the “id” attribute. Assume there is no index in the storage manager. 
 
For a point lookup query, we need to scan from the log tail until the first match is found. On the                     
average, the I/O cost is half of the total number of pages. 
For a range query, we will always scan the log and the I/O cost is the number of pages. 
 
b) (4 pts) Suggest a way to improve the performance of both point queries and range queries,                 
so that the cost of both queries should depend on the query selectivity. 
 
Build a primary index on top of the log. 
 
c) (Extra credit: 10 pts) One big problem of the log-based storage manager is that obsolete                
space in the log is never reclaimed and the disk will quickly run out of space. Suggest an                  
efficient method to reclaim disk space occupied by deleted entries. You solution must be: 

● efficient, i.e., a random I/O for each record is not acceptable; 
● append-only, i.e., you cannot modify the contents in the middle of a log; 
● memory-budgeted, i.e., you cannot read all data once into a memory. 

(Hint: you don’t have to maintain a single log.) 
 
There are multiple possible solutions to this problem. Keep in mind that you must satisfy the                
above three requirements. Also, updates must be handled as well in addition to deletes. 
 
1. Lookup method: 

Take a chunk of records from the log head, sort them based on ids, and then search the                  
primary index to see whether each record is still valid or not. Add valid records back to the log                   
tail and update their RIDs in the primary index. Finally, delete the log head. 
 
A variation of this method is to sort and garbage collect the entire log to produce a new log. 
 
2. Groupby method: 
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Run a (modified) groupby operation on the log based on id to find the latest version for                 
each record (i.e., with the largest RID). Write back all valid records into a new log. Note that you                   
cannot assume obsolete ids fit in memory. 
 

A refinement of this method is to perform hash partitioning on ids so that each partition                
can be garbage collected independently. This will reduce the temporary space required to             
produce the new log. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is the end of the exam. 
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